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Reinventing the Revolution: Technological Visions, Counterinsurgent Criticism, and the Rise of Special Operations

JON R. LINDSAY
Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation, University of California, La Jolla, USA

ABSTRACT Two big ideas have shaped recent debate about military doctrine: the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) and Counterinsurgency (COIN). These ‘network centric’ and ‘population centric’ worldviews appear contradictory, but this is a false dichotomy. American forces have actively developed RMA concepts in COIN environments during recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan; the exemplar par excellence is innovation by US Special Operations Command (SOCOM) in doctrine, technology, and organization for counterterrorism. Ironically, SOCOM’s reimagining of the RMA managed to both improve the strengths and underscore the weaknesses of the American military’s technological prowess.

Since the end of the Cold War, two big ideas have shaped intellectual debate about military doctrine.¹ One is about technology, and the other is about society: the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) is ‘network centric’ while Counterinsurgency (COIN) is ‘population centric.’ RMA arguments about the game-changing potential of reconnaissance networks and precision weapons flowered in the 1990s against a backdrop of explosive growth in the information technology (IT) sector, and they drew support from America’s lopsided victory against Iraq in 1991 and NATO’s zero-fatality war over Kosovo in 1999. Then the dotcom bubble burst in 2000, Al-Qa’eda attacked on September 11, 2001, and the United States found itself mired in civil

wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Both wars opened with rapid mechanized victories right out of the RMA playbook, but they soon devolved into fraught attempts at nation building amid determined insurgencies. The 2000s became the COIN decade.

In light of this historical sequence, it has become common to treat the RMA and COIN in opposition. The technological advantages of the RMA in mechanized conventional combat appear to be ill-suited or downright counterproductive for ‘war amongst the people’. 2 COIN, according to its champions, instead requires skill in human relationships and economic development. RMA and COIN are thus cast as responses to contradictory technological and functional imperatives: the RMA appears as a misguided vision of war as militaries would like it to be, while COIN deals with the actual wars they must fight against enemies who do not conform to RMA assumptions. 3 Critics then ask how military institutions allow a dysfunctional RMA worldview to persist in the face of countervailing evidence from actual COIN fights. 4

This is a false dichotomy. People work hard to make technology useful in any war, and militaries use a tremendous amount of technology in war amongst the people. Social institutions are required to procure, field, and adapt RMA technologies, and soldiers on recent COIN battlefields have eagerly adopted the latest IT to protect – or control – the indigenous population. COIN and RMA doctrines put emphasis on society and technology, respectively, but actual warfare is thoroughly socio-technical. 5 Military organizations are systems of interdependent people, practices, and machines, and the meaning of technology remains open to interpretation by its users. The American military, historically infatuated with technological advantage, did not abandon the RMA for COIN, but rather improved it.

5On the notion of ‘sociotechnical systems’ as an alternative to naïve technological or social determinism see David E. Nye, Technology Matters: Questions to Live With (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2006); Thomas P. Hughes, Human-Built World: How to Think about Technology and Culture (University of Chicago Press 2004); Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers Through Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP 1988).
Nowhere is the conflation of RMA and COIN more apparent than in the recent growth of US Special Operations Command (SOCOM). Through the course of America’s recent COIN adventures, SOCOM pioneered techniques for hunting down insurgents. These relentless manhunts have been described as ‘counter-network operations’ or simply ‘counterterrorism’. In addition to elite commandos, they rely heavily on a bestiary of technology: remotely piloted vehicles for surveillance and strike, sprawling signals intelligence infrastructure for tracking individuals, intelligence exploitation and analysis systems, real-time communication and control protocols, and stealthy assault platforms. Most importantly, SOCOM’s Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) embodies the organizational processes which knit everything together, fostering collaborative relationships across military and civilian agencies. SOCOM has built one of the most ‘network centric’ systems ever, and it did so in the midst of a paradigmatic ‘population centric’ fight.

For the Obama administration, furthermore, commando raids and drone strikes have emerged as favored tools for addressing low-intensity challenges around the world, for better or worse, while large occupation forces have fallen out of favor. The RMA has become business as usual for addressing putatively COIN problems. In reinventing the RMA, however, the American military still has not escaped its shortcomings, foremost the tendency to reduce war to an endless targeting drill.

Comparative Control

This article compares the ways in which vital military control functions have been envisioned by RMA futurists, criticized by the COIN school, and reinvented for counterterrorism by SOCOM. In order to pursue a goal, any organization must be able to measure the state of the environment, coordinate interaction among components, and enforce legitimate behavior; these essential information processing operations are performed repeatedly in feedback loops. A control perspective is particularly useful for analyzing militaries with complex C4ISR, where humans are more often involved in information processing work rather

---

than physical fighting. Measurement encompasses the intelligence apparatus as well operational, diplomatic, and media communication which informs commanders. Coordination concerns the division of military labor, data management, and the management of operations. Enforcement includes violent fighting as well as non-violent influence, performed under various sets of constraints (e.g., rules-of-engagement) for some duration.

This article compares three different implementations of these control functions (Table 1). The typology captures ‘ideal type’ themes running through doctrinal discourse and military practice. Of course, actual units and combat activities exhibit variation within and across these categories (i.e., SOCOM includes not only JSOC commandos but also Army Special Forces advisors who train indigenous forces); nevertheless, this coarse categorization enables us to draw out broadly differing assumptions, similarities, and differences regarding control. I additionally comment on organizational implications, i.e., which military services are favored for stereotypical scenarios, and what forces are needed to implement them?

RMA Vision

The RMA grew out of the Cold War, initially as pragmatic experimentation with technological possibilities, and then increasingly as a coherent ideology. The American military, with its robust industrial base and democratic constraints on taking casualties, has long sought to substitute firepower and technology for manpower.10

---

7 C4ISR – Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance – is the ‘brain’ of a military, distributed over complex networks of humans and information technology.

8 American military doctrine describes the control cycle as an ‘OODA loop’ (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act), but I use ‘measurement, coordination, and enforcement’ to emphasize the broader institutional scope of these control functions.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>RMA Vision</th>
<th>COIN Critique</th>
<th>SOCOM Reinvention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement</strong></td>
<td>Space and airborne technical sensors detect and locate military vehicles and facilities in a common operational picture</td>
<td>Human relationships and signatures provide an understanding of society via noisy and plentiful atmospherics and reports</td>
<td>Fusion of technical and human intelligence about individual patterns of life trigger direct action on a particular objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordination</strong></td>
<td>Shared doctrine for information sharing, self-synchronization, and rapid decision cycles across a decentralized Joint force</td>
<td>Relationships with local forces and elites, unity of command, local initiative enable long-term influence and institution building</td>
<td>Interagency collaboration with compartmented secrecy for simultaneous and successive time-critical raids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enforcement</strong></td>
<td>Long range, stealthy precision strikes and rapid maneuver within compressed tactical and operational timelines</td>
<td>Close fights sensitized to risks of force, with civil affairs and information operations for long-term protection of the population</td>
<td>Kill/capture actions, leveraged for follow-on actions, maintain pressure on clandestine enemy organizations indefinitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td>Navy and Air Force, offshore balancing</td>
<td>Army and Marine Corps, large occupation</td>
<td>Special Operations Forces, small footprint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ‘electronic battlefield,’ as described by General William Westmoreland in 1969, carried this tendency to the extreme, substituting information for mass and computers for functions of the human mind: ‘With first round kill probabilities approaching certainty, and with surveillance devices that can continually track the enemy, the need for large forces to fix the opposition physically will be less important.’

The Vietnam War (coincidentally a classic case for COIN writers) introduced important RMA progenitors like laser-guided bombs and the use of wide-area surveillance over the Ho Chi Minh Trail, responses to functional as much as technological imperatives.

The RMA as a coherent concept, nonetheless, emerged amid plans for major conventional war. By the mid-1970s many defense analysts feared that the Soviet Union decisively outnumbered NATO in Central Europe. The US, furthermore, faced severe manpower constraints with its post-Vietnam All Volunteer Force. The ‘offset strategy’ thus sought to compensate Soviet quantity with American quality through concerted technical innovation in ‘air superiority, dominant intelligence and communications, and precision weapons’. Alarmed Soviet observers like Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov described an emerging ‘military technical revolution’ whereby electronic networks of sensors and guided munitions, or ‘reconnaissance-strike complexes’, would determine the course of future conflicts. Andrew Marshall in the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment sponsored research into discontinuous systematic change in military history; he later reflected that

---


14Bernard Rostker, I Want You! The Evolution of the All-Volunteer Force (Santa Monica, CA: RAND 2006)

'The effort yielded what seemed to be a consensus that we were in a period of major change; in short, that the Russian theorists were right.'

After the Cold War and amidst the rise of the internet in the 1990s, exuberant hype about the information age encouraged prophesy about tectonic shifts in military power. To parry charges of naïve technological determinism, Marshall’s school rebranded the Soviet ‘Military-Technical Revolution’ as the ‘Revolution in Military Affairs,’ thus emphasizing that ‘changes of the scale that we were talking about would involve new concepts of operation, and new organizational structures and processes to execute these concepts.’ Nevertheless, RMA ideas still expressed a technological imperative that momentous technological change somehow compelled the US to develop new doctrinal and organizational concepts, lest a rising China or a resurgent Russia achieve the RMA first. Admiral William Owens, Vice Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, turned the RMA into official guidance as *Joint Vision 2010*, while Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski invented operational concepts for ‘network-centric warfare’. Just as a ‘revolution in business affairs’ redefined global supply chains, Cebrowski argued, so must the RMA redefine the global ‘kill

---


chain’ from ‘sensor to shooter’. These notions provided the ideological aegis for Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s aggressive ‘Defense Transformation’ agenda to enhance military performance while reducing force size and expense.

RMA Measurement

The big ideas of the RMA fall neatly into the three functions of control: technical sensor networks measure the location of enemy targets; information-sharing protocols coordinate the Joint force; and precision fires enforce the desired effects. Dreams of radically improved measurement have been particularly seductive in RMA thinking. Admiral Owens’ book, *Lifting the Fog of War*, provocatively challenged Clausewitz’s famous observation that ‘the factors on which action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater or lesser uncertainty’. Owens argued that the ‘commander will know the precise location and activity of enemy units – even those attempting to cloak their movements by operating at night or in poor weather, or by hiding behind mountains or under trees’. In the stereotypical RMA vision, networks of technical sensors for electronic signals (SIGINT), remote imagery (IMINT), and measurement and signatures (MASINT), mounted on satellites or reconnaissance aircraft and connected via data link to headquarters, provide detailed information about coherent military equipment like vehicles and facilities. Operational intelligence organizations filter sensor data to categorize detected targets as friendly or hostile, map out ‘critical nodes’ in the target system, and measure precise coordinates of enemy targets and friendly forces (to avoid fratricide). The resultant ‘common operational

---

25 Owens, *Lifting the Fog of War*, 14
picture’ (COP) provides a ‘multisource’ or ‘fused’ god’s-eye-view of the battlespace on a digital map. The COP offers personnel greater ‘situational awareness’ – real time knowledge of the position, disposition, and trajectories of friendly and enemy forces – than they could possibly have gained through their local sensors alone.

RMA Coordination

The term ‘network-centric’ is somewhat paradoxical: networks are distributed linkages and not the center of anything. Cebrowski introduced the term to contrast the performance-enhancing synergy of pervasive data links with a supposedly ‘platform-centric’ tradition. Whereas, he argued, tactical combat traditionally causes situational awareness to deteriorate over time, the devolution of control to the ‘network edges’ can ‘self-synchronize’ awareness to ‘lock out’ opponents.27 The decision-cycle, or ‘OODA loop,’ turns so rapidly that ‘it appears to disappear,’ and so the episodic nature of war emphasized by Clausewitz would become an unrelenting sequence of well-aimed blows.28 Expressed as a series of causal statements, Cebrowski’s four ‘tenets of NCW’ can be taken together as an RMA theory of victory through technological coordination: (1) a robustly networked force improves information sharing and collaboration, (2) which enhance the quality of information and shared situational awareness, (3) which enables self-synchronization among pervasive sensors and long-range precision shooters, (4) which dramatically increase mission effectiveness.29

Some key assumptions behind the leading phrase ‘robustly networked’ are that the force has implemented interoperable systems, common data definitions and protocols, collaborative doctrinal concepts, strong information security measures, rationally integrated program management, and attentive oversight. System interoperability problems have bedeviled command and control systems for decades.30 Without

---

27By contrast many realists would note that even traditional combat actually generates information about the strength and resolve of each combatant.

28Cebrowski and Garstka, ‘Network-Centric Warfare.’

29I have added the phrase ‘pervasive sensors and long-range precision shooters’, which is obviously part of the RMA vision, to the ‘NCW tenets’ posted at <www.dodccrp.org/html4/research_ncw.html>.

common technical standards and protocols, computer systems cannot share data. Without procedures for intra-organizational collaboration, there can be no reliable COP to provide ‘information dominance’ or any integrated ‘system of systems’ to respond to fleeting opportunities. Without unified command arrangements there can be no articulation of the ‘effects’ the network is meant to achieve, enforcement of rules of engagement, or assessment of whether the desired effects have been achieved. Thus a certain contradiction is baked into RMA coordination: it is necessary to centralize in order to decentralize. Joint Forces management is supposed to enable efficient self-organization of widely distributed sensors and shooters by defining and monitoring the legitimacy of their operations. The laissez-faire style of RMA operations thus depends critically, and ironically, on bureaucratically regulated doctrine, technology, and command and control.

**RMA Enforcement**

The RMA promises unprecedented improvement in converting information into action, particularly in the age-old military problem of hitting something from a distance. With a pronounced emphasis on targeting efficiency, RMA doctrine parses the world into ‘target systems’ which can be paralyzed if ‘critical nodes’ and ‘centers of gravity’ are interdicted. The ‘information dominance’ created through speedy measurement and coordination phases enables friendly forces to take up favorable tactical positions over the enemy. Stealth technologies enable weapons platforms to defeat enemy measurement and enforcement in order to deliver their munitions more deeply into the battlespace. Because the precision of GPS-, radio-, and laser-guided munitions does not decline with range as with ballistic projectiles, they

---


32This basic tension is also expressed in the Air Force principle of ‘centralized command and decentralized execution.’ Michael W. Kometer, *Command in Air War: Centralized Versus Decentralized Control of Combat Airpower* (Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air UP 2007). A charitable interpretation is that government regulation is always required for the efficient functioning of markets; unfortunately, the simultaneous pursuit of centralized reliability and decentralized agility also encourages pathologies of both bureaucracies and bazaars.

can be delivered from safer distances. ‘Blue force tracking’ and ‘identification, friend or foe’ systems measure the location of friendly forces and feed them into the COP to avoid fratricide. Unmanned surveillance and strike platforms further reduce exposure of personnel to enemy fire; they also expand aircraft performance envelopes beyond that which is tolerable for human pilots in terms of mission duration or extreme maneuver.

Fewer people are thus exposed to enemy fire, and those who are will be able to more quickly achieve tactical advantage. The composite ‘kill chain’ is thus able to find, fix, track, target, engage, and assess (F2T2EA in Air Force jargon) both stationary and fleeting targets with alacrity.34 ‘Dominant maneuver’ by ground forces envelops more sluggish enemies and either forces them to surrender or handily annihilates them from stand-off distances.35 As RMA forces reliably and repeatedly engage the enemy’s command and logistics networks, compressed tactical timelines thus lead to shorter conflict duration with fewer casualties. With the balance of power made manifestly clear to all players, the ensuing settlement will be perceived as legitimate. By bringing conflict decisively to an end, the RMA can thus deter future conflict.

**RMA Organization**

The most spirited advocacy for RMA ideas tends to come from the most technologically-oriented services. The Navy and Air Force are built around smaller numbers of expensive platforms which operate in relatively homogenous environments devoid of permanent civilian presences.36 Networked operations are not only more possible, but also necessary for the coordination of fast-moving machines over vast stretches of sea and aerospace. Sailors and airmen are thus more likely to experience instances where IT is indispensable for operating at all. They argue that the fog-of-war objection, most often made by ground forces, is a reactionary canard.37

---

The RMA theory of victory through reconnaissance-strike complexes lends itself to a grand strategy of ‘offshore balancing’, rather than close fighting and large-scale occupation of ground. Barry Posen argues that US hegemony is founded on its military mastery of ungoverned ‘commons’ at sea, in the air, and outer space. Only in contested zones on and near the ground can adversaries offer serious military challenge. Posen’s commons all strikingly involve heavy dependence on data networks that tend to provide the sorts of benefits RMA theory expects. The US Navy can command the world’s oceans with fewer than 300 ships thanks to robust subsurface acoustic networks, airborne and satellite monitoring of maritime electronics, and a global infrastructure for fusing and sharing track data. Ground-based and airborne early warning systems can track and classify aerial targets and accurately vector advanced interceptors. Stable satellite communications link units throughout the global battle-space to neighboring units, higher headquarters, and ‘reach-back’ organizations in the US, and GPS guides precision munitions and enables friendly forces to safely maneuver. By and large for the US in these domains, target identification and tracking is reliable, and networks enable far-flung forces to communicate and self-organize against threats. The RMA enables global command of the commons, which supports offshore balancing led by naval and air forces.

COIN Critique

Even at the height of RMA excitement in the 1990s, an alternative view of future war focused on non-state actors waging terror and insurgency campaigns from the sanctuary of failed states. The emphasis on constabulary and special operations accorded with the low-intensity interventions in which the US was actually engaged, in Haiti, Somalia, Bosnia, Colombia, and Kosovo. Critics worried that ‘Faith in an RMA could reinforce the military penchant for defining missions and capabilities in terms of large-scale conventional warfare.’ The COIN

---

camp essentially charged RMA visionaries with predicting the wrong revolution.43 Marshall’s seminal 1992 net-assessment was actually prescient on the severity of this challenge: ‘the most formidable threat the United States will face over the next 10–20 years as this [RMA] develops more fully will be a Third World competitor...energized by an ideology hostile to our values, or by a radical theocratic leadership...that would inhibit the effective application of American military power. Specifically, acts of aggression would be low-intensity in nature and ambiguous in execution, with emphasis on terrorism, subversion, and insurgency.’...44

After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and the initiation of long wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, enthusiasm for ‘Transformation’ waned. Critics argued the RMA had ‘multiplied American strengths but not reduced American weakness’.45 Meanwhile, a group of officers from the ground services, foremost among them General David Petraeus, rediscovered and refashioned COIN literature from the 1950s and 1960s into an influential new ideology.46 Taking a page out of Marshall’s book, they fostered new doctrine, training programs, and


institutional support in order to create a (counter)revolutionary way of
war. COIN accounts of control sharply differ from RMA orthodoxy:
intelligence depends on human informants more than technical sensors;
institution-building campaigns are expensive, confusing, politicized
gambles that last for years, and they require large numbers of troops on
the ground; force can be counterproductive, and so persuasive
‘information operations’ and civic development to ‘win hearts and
minds’ should be the main effort.

**COIN Measurements**

In *Lifting the Fog of War* Owens claimed that ‘technology can give us
the ability to see a “battlefield” as large as Iraq or Korea – an area 200
miles on a side – with unprecedented fidelity, comprehension, and
timeliness; by night or day, in any kind of weather, all the time’. This
claim invited ridicule only three years later as US forces sparred
with shadowy insurgents in Iraq. Even in the early stages of mechanized
combat which might be thought to favor the RMA, weaker adversaries
were still able to make use of cover and concealment to survive and
inflict casualties on technologically well-endowed combatants, forcing
the latter to resort to close fighting. As the US 1st Marine Division
noted, ‘The Division found the enemy by running into them, much as
forces have done since the beginning of warfare.’ Clausewitzian
skeptics thus argue that excessive reliance on IT generates blind spots a
resourceful enemy can exploit: ‘far from reducing the potential for
friction, the envisaged systems involve greater possibilities for it to
occur’. Insurgents are low-resolution targets hidden in (or indistinguishable
from) the population. Civilian involvement in or against rebellion can
vary from vague ideological sympathy to provision of intelligence and
material support or direct participation in combat. Allegiances can

---

47Ucko, *The New Counterinsurgency Era*, details efforts to change a resistant Pentagon.
48Owens and Offley, *Lifting the Fog of War*, 15.
49Stephen Biddle, ‘Speed Kills? Reassessing the Role of Speed, Precision, and Situation
Awareness in the Fall of Saddam’, *Journal of Strategic Studies* 30/1 (Feb. 2007), 3–46.
501st Marine Division, ‘Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF): Lessons Learned’, May 2003,
4. See also David Talbot, ‘We Got Nothing until They Slammed into Us,’ *Technology
and confusion in the heat of battle (p. 258).
52Roger D. Petersen, *Resistance and Rebellion: Lessons From Eastern Europe* (New
change surprisingly with neighborhood powershifts, leading guerrillas to demobilize altogether, enter amnesty programs, or defect to the side of the government. Strong COIN forces create moral hazard for locals interested in using military muscle to solve private grudges or development money for personal patronage. Every local policeman, soldier, municipal official, and contractor is a potential threat, and every insurgent is a potential ally; all are potential sources of intelligence.

COIN forces thus rely on human intelligence (HUMINT) to gather tips and to penetrate insurgent organizations. Technical sensors miss the atmospheric and political details observable while patrolling a neighborhood like a cop on the beat, drinking tea in a gathering of village elders, meeting face-to-face with a trusted source, or interrogating a prisoner. Unfortunately, HUMINT is a complicated and risky business rife with potential for misidentification, duplicity, and betrayal. Furthermore, beyond narrow targeting information, COIN forces seek information about the status of the society they want to build and the messages they hope to broadcast, and much of this comes from patrol and diplomatic reporting rather than intelligence organs. Civil conflict remains an active social science research area, so there are no reliable mathematical calculations like those used for weapons targeting solutions. COIN measurement thus tends to be much more coarse and noisy than the data of RMA sensors.

**COIN Coordination**

In one of the first scholarly treatments of command and control, Martin van Creveld described ‘information pathologies’ which plagued the American Army in Vietnam. Pervasive electronic communications

---

enabled commanders and bureaucrats to get involved in tactical action and so they did. Workarounds to overloaded circuits and congested data management, such as helicopters stacked in the air so that each echelon commander could observe and intervene in the events on the ground below, only added to the confusion. Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara’s demand for econometric data kept staffs busy collecting and displaying statistics, but hindered their understanding of political and military nuances on the ground: ‘Designed to produce accuracy and certainty, the pressure exercised from the top for more and more quantitative information ended up by producing inaccuracy and uncertainty.’ \(^{57}\) Three decades later the US invaded Afghanistan and Iraq with the most networked force in history, yet deployed forces still had to struggle through the same information pathologies.\(^{58}\)

The COIN camp considers bureaucratic overhead a cost of doing business. Whereas the RMA vision emphasizes ‘Joint’ interoperability among ‘sensors and shooters’ from all the services, the COIN camp even more ambitiously calls out for ‘interagency’ or ‘whole of government’ harmonization, and for ‘coalition’ collaboration with local allies. The diversity of interests and viewpoints within this mélange defies ‘unity of command’ in practice. Training security forces and building institutions require a decade or more, according to COIN thinkers, so they focus on the bureaucratic logistics of cooperation rather than the RMA’s speedy ‘self-synchronization’. COIN coordination involves challenging, interminable negotiation among an unruly set of players.

**COIN Enforcement**

COIN critics fault the RMA for encouraging statesmen and commanders to react too quickly and in the wrong ways. Perceptions of strategic offense-dominance (‘victory is easy’) tempt policymakers to launch foolish wars with hidden costs in blood and treasure. Local cultures react adversely to engagements that kill insurgents and mistakes that kill innocents. Illusions of remote-control certainty promote hasty targeting decisions and erode moral considerations of

---


proportionality and discrimination.\textsuperscript{59} Myopic focus on targeting improvement impedes exploration of possibilities for negotiation and economic development: like Sisyphus pushing the stone, continuous tactical successes fail to deliver, and can even undermine, strategic objectives.\textsuperscript{60} Lastly, insurgents can also exploit IT for communication, recruitment, training, intelligence, propaganda, and for lethal improvised explosive devices (IEDs) that counter RMA strengths.

The COIN alternative is expressed in the mantra ‘clear, hold, build.’ First insurgents are cleared from an area with cooperation from local security forces and house-to-house combat if necessary, but with due attention to the counterproductive effects of excessive force. The hold phase establishes controls on physical movement with ID cards, checkpoints, and physical barriers, and establishes combat outposts to police local neighborhoods and deter insurgent return. The build phase takes on the nation-building work of recruiting and training security forces and other public institutions and economic infrastructure. Integrated information operations accompany all phases to explain the goodness of the government and the badness of the insurgents, and everything takes a very long time.

\textbf{COIN Organization}

The most outspoken RMA critics and most ardent COIN champions come from the ground services.\textsuperscript{61} The US Army and Marine Corps have


to coordinate tens or hundreds of thousands of individuals in an ambiguous environment filled with friendly, neutral, and hostile populations. War is not just a targeting drill among edges and nodes, but a contest between willful adversaries with unpredictable and bloody consequences. Ground forces are more likely to literally come face-to-face with adversaries and allies, confronting moral and psychological strains downplayed in RMA writing. Posen’s ‘contested zones’ on land are rife with all forms of Clausewitzian friction – physical danger and exhaustion, bad intelligence and uncertainty, and material and political breakdown – and so large forces are needed to compensate uncertainty with mass. COIN ideas favor a long-term large-footprint occupation, with the major contributions from the Army and Marines.

The SOCOM Reinvention

Despite all the criticism of the RMA, American forces substantially increased investment in technical sensors, communications networks, and remote precision strike capabilities during COIN wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. If RMA fantasies were suited only to Soviet hordes in Central Europe or to a replay of the First Gulf War, then we would expect investment to subside after a decade of irregular warfare. Instead, computational networks have grown more robust at all levels of command. The same after-action reports complaining of IT dysfunction also include anecdotes of network-centric successes; they express frustration, not with the RMA categorically, but with the shortfalls of particular systems (i.e., if computers are broken, buy better computers). Unmanned vehicles have proliferated from a few hundred aircraft to tens of thousands of robots of all types. Even unmanned vehicles have proliferated from a few hundred aircraft to tens of thousands of robots of all types. One Air Force Secretary described the ‘expectation of combatant commanders for situational awareness 24/7/365 . . . [their] appetite has been established and I do not see that changing’. While the US military did build new COIN capabilities in the 2000s, it also built more RMA systems. Reconnaissance-strike complexes turned out to be useful, not only for the orthodox RMA emphasis on military forces, but also for Orwellian control of the indigenous population.

General Petraeus, well-known as the US Army’s foremost champion of COIN, has also expressed enthusiasm for the RMA: ‘It’s just going to keep getting greater and greater and greater . . . I was a skeptic of network-centric warfare for years...[Now] you can more effectively determine who the enemy is, find them and kill or capture, and have a sense of what’s going on in the area as you do it, where the friendlies are, and which platform you want to bring to bear . . . We realized very quickly you could do incredible stuff with this . . . It was revolutionary. It was.’\(^{65}\) He particularly singled out Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC), then under the command of Lieutenant General Stanley McChrystal, as the exemplar of network-centric operations in Iraq: ‘JSOC played a hugely significant role’ by killing or capturing ‘high-value targets’.\(^{66}\)

While COIN proponents developed a public ‘hearts and minds’ approach to the war in Iraq, US Special Operation Command (SOCOM) pioneered a different approach in the shadows with JSOC.\(^{67}\) Conducting multiple intelligence-driven raids every night, McChrystal’s ‘industrial counterterrorism’ juggernaut killed or captured 15,000 insurgents over the course of six years in Iraq.\(^{68}\) The targeting techniques perfected in Iraq were also used in Afghanistan, where in 2008 alone JSOC hit 550 targets and killed a thousand people.\(^{69}\)

\(^{65}\)Noah Shachtman, ‘How Technology Almost Lost the War: In Iraq, the Critical Networks are Social – Not Electronic’, Wired (27 Nov. 2007). That title is the best one-sentence summary of the COIN camp’s criticism of the RMA.


\(^{69}\)Priest and Arkin, ‘Top Secret America’. 
SOCOM, sometimes called ‘the fifth service’, was created during the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols reorganization and is unique among US unified commands in having training and procurement roles, like the armed services (‘the SOF checkbook’), as well as authority to conduct military operations, like theater combatant commanders. Following the Cold War and especially after 9/11, demand for commandos increased as the US embraced counterterrorism and COIN. SOCOM became the lead in the Bush administration’s ‘global war on terror’ with authority to use JSOC to hunt clandestine terror networks worldwide. JSOC grew from 1,800 personnel in 2001 to 25,000 by 2011, with its own intelligence organization, manned and unmanned reconnaissance aircraft, and dedicated satellites. McChrystal described this as a ‘vital, untold chapter of the history of a global conflict’.

SOCOM’s counterterrorism or ‘counternetwork’ methodology adapts RMA reconnaissance-strike complexes to the age-old problem of manhunting. In much the same way as police infiltrate gangs (dramatized in the television series The Wire), raids on low-level insurgents produce intelligence from detainees and recovered material, which leads to further raids and more intelligence on higher-ranking insurgents, and so on indefinitely, in a quest to neutralize ‘high value individuals’ (HVIs) and dismantle the clandestine network. Manhunting throughout history has often relied on torture to extract actionable information from prisoners. The SOCOM reinvention substitutes RMA surveillance and analysis capabilities to feed intelligence into its manhunts (although there have been ugly disclosures of detainee abuse by SOCOM personnel in Iraq and Afghanistan). SOCOM describes its cyclic manhunting methodology in five phases – find, fix, finish, exploit, exploit.
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analyze (F3EA) – in a direct adaptation of the Air Force ‘kill chain’ (F2T2EA) mentioned above.\textsuperscript{75}

**SOCOM Measurement**

SOCOM’s version of the RMA seeks individual people rather than just enemy vehicles, and it uses iterated raids to do so. Whereas COIN critics disparaged technical sensors and advocated HUMINT, SOCOM uses a constellation of both to pinpoint targets. Widespread use of biometric collection by ground forces has added a key technological (MASINT) dimension to human collection. A major COIN assumption is that, through protecting the population and alleviating grievances, people become willing to give COIN forces tips about insurgent whereabouts. SOCOM tries to bypass inefficient indirect collection by instead increasing the acuity of collection to bring low-contrast insurgents into focus. Insurgents try to remain hidden, but they have communications and logistics requirements for their own activities, and these leave detectable signatures. Information on insurgent whereabouts that previously could only be collected through HUMINT is increasingly exposed to SIGINT, IMINT, and MASINT collection. HUMINT still is important because captured insurgents represent collection opportunities, directly through interrogation, or ‘flipped’ as spies or subversive agents.\textsuperscript{76} Iterated raids function as drawn out episodes of measurement and maneuver in the hunt for insurgent commanders.

SOCOM controlled the majority of drone reconnaissance in Iraq, which, combined with growing Iraqi use of cellular phones, provided a 24/7 surveillance network or ‘unblinking eye’.\textsuperscript{77} Intelligence fed into a panoptic Joint Operations Center staffed with analysts from major national agencies (e.g., CIA, FBI, NSA, NGA). They analyzed insurgent behavior in collaboration with ‘reach back’ centers in the US in order to build ‘pattern of life’ representations – maps, timelines, and social networks – of targets’ communication habits and movements.\textsuperscript{78} The goal was to triangulate the target’s future whereabouts progressively more tightly until a ‘trigger’ event would signal a likely location and time. Full motion video from an unmanned aircraft could be used over


\textsuperscript{77}Urban, *Task Force Black*, 79–83.

\textsuperscript{78}Christopher J. Lamb and Evan Munsing, ‘Secret Weapon: High-Value Target Teams As an Organizational Innovation’, National Defense University, Center for Strategic Research Institute for National Strategic Studies, *Strategic Perspectives*, 4 March 2011.
a period of days or weeks to follow vehicles associated with suspects in order to discover patterns of movement between various locations. The same type of video of the same vehicle could later be a trigger to interdict it if, for instance, other sources indicated the target was going to meet the vehicle. Counternetwork targeting thus uses RMA sensor networks, adapted for the iterated manhunt and supplemented with HUMINT, to find the identity and location of clandestine insurgents directly, dispensing with the hassle of winning hearts and minds.

**SOCOM Coordination**

General Petraeus noted that while there ‘have been breakthroughs in ... intelligence ... supported by the proliferation of computer applications, ... the real breakthrough has been in the fusion of all this ... and in the coordination and cooperation of all elements’. SOCOM’s most important feature, implemented substantially by McChrystal’s intelligence deputy Major General Michael Flynn, was a set of processes for sharing information across geographical and interagency boundaries. The achievement is all the more impressive given the tightly compartmented secrecy in which the organizations involved were used to working. Technical foundations included massive bandwidth increases, the establishment of 65 stations for twice-daily video teleconferences, and an information-sharing network connecting analysts in US-based intelligence agencies with those in forward operating bases. The advent of ‘big data’ embodied in a massive relational database has created information processing loads – and targeting opportunities – far beyond anything imagined in the original RMA. The institution of Joint and interagency teams, networked together around the globe, enabled JSOC to collaborate and generate a high tempo of concurrent and follow-on operations, much in keeping with Cebrowski’s ‘tenets of network-centric warfare’. General McChrystal adopted the slogan, ‘it takes a network to fight a network,’ to stress the collaboration required against a clandestine enemy.

**SOCOM Enforcement**

In the canonical RMA account, interdiction of critical nodes is supposed to paralyze enemy command and control and deliver decisive victory. SOCOM’s relentless hunt for ‘high value individuals’ feels
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familiar, but the strategic endgame is a more stoic vision of indefinite pressure on clandestine organizations as they replace members killed and captured. Particular raids employ a very precise munition – the highly trained commando – and thereby answer the COIN camp’s insistence on close fighting, but augmented with considerable RMA technology: insertion via stealthy helicopters, tactical over-watch from aerial drones, ‘reach back’ to command and intelligence centers, and on-call close-air-support. The ‘munition’ itself also performs further reconnaissance, through the collection of evidence and detainees on the objective. The tactical pace of individual raids is extremely rapid, but on a campaign timescale, SOCOM might ‘mow the grass’ ad infinitum.

JSOC’s extreme secrecy precludes definitive assessment of its efficacy (and complicates operational oversight). Journalists have credited it with disruption of militant networks, but details are sparse.83 Accounts of a few high profile successes exist, like the 2006 killing of Al-Qa’eda in Iraq leader al-Zarqawi84 and the 2011 killing of Osama bin Laden.85 The Zarqawi operation provides a cautionary tale, however, for Al-Qa’eda violence continued to climb throughout 2006 until Sunni tribes made a political decision to assist the Americans.86 In one tragic but hardly unique case from Afghanistan, the conflation of an election worker’s name with the alias of a Taliban commander, combined with

84The manhunt for Abu Musab al-Zarqawi is the most publicly detailed case to date of contemporary US counternetwork operations, including the killing of bin Laden. A series of raids on minor safehouses recovered detainees and computer files, the exploitation of which revealed the identity and habits of Zarqawi’s close advisor. This information facilitated tracking the advisor via unmanned aerial surveillance to the meeting location where Zarqawi was eventually killed by an aircraft-delivered precision munition as soon as a team of US commandos on the ground confirmed his presence. For details on the Zarqawi hunt see: Scott Macleod and Bill Powell, ‘Zarqawi’s Last Dinner Party,’ Time, 11 June 2006, <http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1202929,00.html>; Mark Bowden, ‘The Ploy,’ The Atlantic Monthly (May 2007), 54–68; Matthew Alexander and John Bruning, How to Break a Terrorist: The US Interrogators Who Used Brains, Not Brutality, to Take Down the Deadliest Man in Iraq (New York: Free Press 2008).
cellular telephone intercepts, resulted in a fatal attack on an election convoy.\textsuperscript{87} According to two senior commanders in 2011, JSOC only ever achieved a 50 per cent success rate in targeting individuals and homes. ‘Sometimes our actions were counterproductive,’ McChrystal admitted, ‘We would say, “We need to go in and kill this guy” but just the effects of our kinetic action did something negative and [conventional forces on the battlefield] were left to clean up the mess.’\textsuperscript{88} Targeting mistakes continue to create grievances and provide ideological leverage for political entrepreneurs in Afghanistan. As such SOCOM remains vulnerable to familiar COIN criticism regarding the counterproductive effects of the RMA’s myopic targeting focus.

SOCOM Organization

COIN doctrine recommends many boots on the ground to protect the population and rebuild security institutions. However, militarized occupation with Orwellian controls on personal freedoms also feeds the liberation narrative of the insurgency. COIN interventions also tend to be expensive and unpopular for the domestic constituencies who must bear their cost in blood and treasure. SOCOM’s manhunting reconnaissance-strike complex, especially when combined with its specialized combat advisors for indigenous partnerships, offers a small-footprint alternative.\textsuperscript{89} An implicit claim is that substantial acuity improvements in long-dwell, wide-area, ‘persistent surveillance’ greatly reduces the cover and concealment available to clandestine organizations. When coupled with the ability to strike rapidly and precisely at range against individual human targets, these developments provide some ability to penetrate ‘contested zones’ which otherwise foil American power projection. SOCOM carries forward the RMA’s substitution of technology-and-training for manpower, or quality for quantity, to promote an offensive strategic posture without committing to costly interventions.

Conclusion

Intelligence-driven counterterrorism – the RMA reinvented for COIN – has become a handy tool in the American kit. Networked technology has become such a part of both the successes and frustrations of normal

\textsuperscript{87}Kate Clark, ‘The Takhar Attack: Targeting Killings and the Parallel Worlds of US Intelligence and Afghanistan,’ Afghanistan Analysts Network Thematic Report, May 2011.
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war-fighting that it can hardly be called revolutionary any more. COIN critics were right to highlight the folly of early RMA exuberance, but they went too far in overlooking the pragmatic attraction these technologies hold for military organizations.

The elaboration of the RMA is by no means exclusively a SOCOM phenomenon. Many units have actively procured and adapted RMA technology to improve battlefield control, and conventional units have become adept at intelligence-driven raids. Yet SOCOM has run the furthest and fastest with the technology-centric tradition of the RMA on population-centric COIN battlefields, and SOCOM’s particular revival of the RMA has a permanent place in America’s military future. Historically, militaries have embraced COIN doctrine only when forced to out of frustration, and then they have allowed it to atrophy once the war concluded. Yet the relentlessly offensive orientation of counterterrorism accords well with traditional military preferences for offensive doctrines. The manhunting reconnaissance-strike complex also enjoys generous funding, protective secrecy, and bureaucratic top cover from the powerful ‘fifth service’ and its civilian patrons. We should expect JSOC in particular to develop and thrive within the US military long after enthusiasm and training infrastructure for ‘hearts and minds’ COIN subsides.

There nevertheless remain important open questions about the battlefield effectiveness of counterterrorism, and these too recall COIN criticisms of the original RMA. Indeed, there is an contentious ‘CT vs. COIN’ debate running through contemporary discussion of unconventional warfare. While JSOC has been able to improve on RMA strengths, even overcoming some COIN criticisms by improving targeting discretion, it still exhibits inherent RMA weaknesses. The foremost liability of the RMA is its tendency to ignore questions of strategy altogether in reducing warfare to an engineering problem. Again, this tendency is expressed by every unit which has adapted the
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RMA for the COIN fight, but it is particularly exemplified by SOCOM counterterrorism.

There are several major ironies in the rise and fall and rehabilitation of the RMA. It was supposedly ill-adapted to COIN, yet its best expression to date has emerged in a COIN fight. During the same time period during which a softer ‘hearts and minds’ COIN doctrine was articulated publicly, a secret industrial-strength targeted killing machine chugged away. Many assumed that RMA doctrine was best suited for the Navy and Air Force, but it was Army-dominated SOCOM that embraced and improved it. In doing so, a set of incredibly secretive and insular intelligence and special operations organizations somehow managed to adopt norms of open information sharing and interagency collaboration. And yet in the end, even the most perfect example of the RMA did not quite manage to deliver on the promise of easy victory through better information.

RMA and COIN ideologies, while seemingly at odds, share a common flaw: both are technologically determinist. The former extrapolates operational results straight from new weapons, and the latter assumes those weapons are only good for old wars. Weapons are embedded in complex socio-technical systems, and militaries can and do reshape them as novel circumstances arise. Ultimately, however, the nature of war – an uncertain process of violent bargaining between intelligent adversaries limits their effectiveness.
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